Chrome Enterprise Recommended

Solution Overview: UJET

Differentiated brands need differentiated CX - that’s why they choose UJET and Chrome OS.

The last few years have reshaped many aspects of modern life and work. Customers, quite rightly, demand a modern and responsive contact center experience. Employees - especially sought-after high performers - expect technology that enables them to operate from anywhere, with minimal preparation and infrastructure required in order to effectively do their jobs.

Together, Chrome OS and UJET bridge the technology gap between legacy contact centers and modern consumers - while also helping today’s contact centers attract, retain, and empower the agents delivering the front-line customer experience.

Discover the benefits

Secure, empowered, responsive CX - delivering happier customers and agents.

- Security by design: stop worrying about protecting your sensitive customer and business data with Chrome OS’ built-in virus and malware protection, and the UJET platform that stores zero PII and offers biometric authentication
- Simple, rapid, secure deployment for new contact center instances. Chrome OS devices deploy up to 76% faster (source)
- Easy to scale and respond to seasonality and ever-changing business requirements.
- Work-anywhere, anytime with Enterprise IT solutions from Chrome OS and next-gen powered by CX from UJET.
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See how we help, at ujet.cx/CER